
MAYBERRY

1. Read the instructions carefully before starting.
2. All seam allowances are a scant ¼”, meaning just under ¼” to account for 
folds at the seam.
3. RST= Right Sides Together.
4. WOF = Width of Fabric, which for this pattern, is assumed to be 42” wide.
5. Backing is assumed to be placed with the seam running along the width of 
the quilt.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN:

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
Select 84 charm squares. From those, select twenty-eight Charm (5”) squares, and cut 
them in half to make fifty-six 2 1/2” x 5” rectangles. Select one 2 1/2” x 5” rectangle to be 
excluded from the quilt top, and set aside..

1. Select fifty-five Charm (5” ) squares and gather the fifty-five 2 1/2” x 5” rectangles. 
Arrange them according to the diagram below, with a 1 1/2” x 5” sashing fabric strip 
between charm pieces. 

QUILT ASSEMBLY

FROM SASHING/BORDER A FABRIC:

FROM BORDER B FABRIC:

FROM BINDING FABRIC:

Cut into twenty-seven 1 1/2” x WOF strips. 
Sub-cut twelve of the strips into 1 1/2” x 5” sashing strips, for a total of 99 strips. 
Trim ten of the strips to 1 1/2” x 42” sashing strips.
Set aside five strips for Border A.

Cut six strips 5” x WOF.

Cut seven strips 2 1/2” x WOF.

2. Sew blocks and sashing together into rows, and press toward charm fabrics.  
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Rows 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11:

Rows 2, 4, 6, 8, 10:



3. Place a 1 1/2” x WOF strip between each row, and sew rows and sashing together. Press 
toward sashing strips. Trim excess sashing.

4. Gather border A strips. Trim off selvedge edges and sew strips end to end.

5. Gather border B strips. Trim off selvedge edges and sew strips end to end.

6. Measure the quilt top along each side and along the center, and find the average of those 
numbers. Cut two border A strips at that length, and pin and sew to each side of the quilt top. 
Press seams toward border. Repeat for top and bottom Border A. Measure and cut Border B in 
the same manner.  
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Sides Top and Bottom

Border A

Border B 62” 53”

60” 44”

APPROXIMATE BORDER LENGTHS*
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*Border lengths may vary slightly depending on seam allowance accuracy



FINISH THE QUILT
1. Cut the length of the quilt backing in half across the width, making two pieces. Trim the 
selvedges, and sew RST along the trimmed edges. 
2. Make a “quilt sandwich” by laying the backing Wrong Side Up, then the batting, and 
finally the assembled quilt top Right Side Up. Baste the layers together with spray 
adhesive or basting pins, and quilt as desired.
3. Trim extra batting and backing, and square up the quilt.
4. Prepare binding by cutting fabric into 2 ½“ strips. Sew strips end to end to make a 
long, continuous strip. Iron strip in half length-wise, and sew raw binding edge to the raw 
edge of the quilt using a ¼” seam allowance. Use the diagram below for assistance with 
corners.
5. Fold the binding to back of the quilt and hand sew the folded binding edge to the 
quilt, covering the stitch line. 
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SHARE YOUR QUILT!
I want to see your quilt! You can e-mail me a photo at hellomellydesigns@gmail.com 
or tag me on Instagram with @hellomellydesigns and #MayberryQuilt.  


